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Agenda
9.

Local Highways Scheme Delivery
(Pages 3 - 30)
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Taking a Transport Scheme from
Idea through to Delivery
Agenda Item 9

Summary
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•
•
•
•
•

How to report problems/make suggestions
How Area Committees may engage
Evolving the “suggestions” process
How schemes are delivered
Where they may be delayed or increase in
time and/or budget

Corporate approach
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• Automated contacts via
websites
• One email address for
MPs and Members,
who forwards
appropriately
• growth.regeneration.cllrmp
@bristol.gov.uk (“place”)

Onward links from that page
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Feedback on Local “Issues”
• Website for most
repairs/defects
• Automated system for
reporting defects and
repairs
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Potholes
Bollards
Pavements
Signs
Grit bins
Street lights
Obstructions
Fencing
Overgrowth

• Need “improve my street”
– new technical solution
required

EP1

Slide 5
EP1

may not need to say this as captured on next slide
Ed Plowden, 19/11/18
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Area Committee Processes - draft
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• New process learning from last year, including a “conversation”
• Improve on last year - Survey open until tomorrow Friday 23rd

Traffic Choices Website
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Pros:
• One stop for all stakeholders
• Tracked progress
• Helped raise awareness as to
solutions and costs
• Link to PinPoint
Cons:
• Mapping manually initially
• Accessibility issues
• Focus on solutions not always
helpful (especially for CIL)
• External website – licence fee
and ICT concerns

New webpage also needs improvement
Still a manual process
that needs to be
automated
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Difficulties in
managing the data
Not clearly different
from “fixing” defects,

Mapping of local issues on pinpoint
• A manual process that
needs to be automated
• All issues raised when the
traffic choices system was
in place (Total 1857)
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http://maps.bcc.lan/pinpoi
ntplus/

• Since Traffic Choices was
closed down there are
1202 unmapped – work
in progress
• Colour coding needs to
be reviewed as part of
improvement project

New mapping process for suggestions
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The new process for entering webform enquiries will also map the issues
directly (user generated). Focus on the Problem To Be Addressed

Officer’s
view
They will then be available to officers to view.
Frees up officer time to actually do a quick and dirty assessment
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The aim is to get to a more bespoke response
Currently up to 40% of issues come back as people not satisfied

How does this information get used?
• The details of the issues that are raised with us
are used in multiple ways:
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– To directly address urgent issues through central
budgets in the capital programme
– To help provide the transport input when reviewing
planning applications – i.e. there is already an issue
which could be resolved by a planned development
– To input into major scheme design being delivered by
the City Council, e.g. A4018 scheme to mitigate CPNN
– To inform local decision making (Area Committees)

Final view of issues
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They will then be available for (at first only) officers and members to see.
Will be on pinpoint and Area Committee or ward boundaries can be overlaid

Stages of delivering a scheme
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• Multiple ways that a scheme can be agreed, area
Committees a key avenue for local people.
• Suggest Area Committees “bundle” schemes as
much as possible
• The Local team also have other responsibilities
and pressures, including contributing to Quality
Assurance of all schemes
• What follows assumes
1.

a scheme has a budget approved and a project
manager allocated.
2. It is a “local” scheme; other schemes can be different

General Stages of a Project
• More detailed slides below of each of these key
risks in red
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scheme approved, budget and project manager allocated
Feasibility and
Preliminary Design
Informal Consultation
Detailed Design
Statutory Consultation if legal orders required
Tendering
Construction
Post Construction

Other factors affecting timescales for
project delivery
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall programme of activity and priorities
Lack of support following consultation
Contractor availability
Legal advice required
Wider corporate priorities (e.g. RPS)
Costs exceeding budgets and need to find additional funding
Other works – network impact or local access
Third party approvals
Planning Permission required?
Staff resources available and other work load of the team
– including responding to planning applications, technical advice to
other projects, correspondence, road safety urgent measures, delivery
of other schemes.

Reporting Progress on Schemes to
Councillors and citizens
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• Once a project manager is assigned they are the named contact for
members and other key stakeholders
• Can no longer support a plethora of local meetings, consdiering
surgeries at a key moment in the Area Committee process
• Councillors are also contacted directly at certain stages in a scheme:
–
–
–
–
–

Prior to informal consultation
Results of informal consultation
Prior to statutory consultation
Draft Objection report stage
When site work is about to commence

• There are extended periods in here outside of these points when
there is no formal contact but some does take place on an adhoc
basis
• Do we want something more structured? If so what and when?
eg quarterly.

Current scheme progress circulated
last week – not for discussion now!
• Schemes live at the start of 2015/16 = 94
• Schemes still ongoing = 7
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• Schemes identified after 2015/16 = 29
• Schemes still ongoing = 19

Feasibility and Preliminary Design
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For much or the type of schemes we do these tend to blend into one
QA Stage 1 – go ahead from across teams and consultees
Data Collection/site visits/survey/land ownership/stats at various
stages/topographical surveys
Preliminary Design prepare drawings to meet initial concept
Internal Consultation
Approvals by external bodies e.g. Environment Agency, Network Rail,
English Heritage
Equalities Impact Scoping Report
RSA Stage 1
QA Stage 2 – scheme is ready for public consultation, i.e. there should be
no major show stoppers that we could have forseen by this point.
This stage could take considerable time if no obvious solution emerges.

Informal Consultation
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultation with Councillors
Preparation of Consultation material and process for public consultation.
Just a leaflet drop to a few houses or full scale public consultation event.
This can be constrained by the time of year, for instance we would not
consult on a scheme outside a school during school holidays, whilst local
and national elections also remove times in the calendar when
consultation can not take place
Consult Emergency Services
Consult other relevant external bodies
Consultation finder information.
4 – 6 weeks for actual consultation
Review and consideration of all responses to the consultation.
Redesign of scheme to take into account responses

Detailed Design
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• Review and adapt in light of feedback from public (including QA)
• The main design work to finalise the overall design and determine
materials, drainage, lighting, signing and lining changes, resurfacing
requirements, position of street furniture and trees etc.
• Check the design against scheme budget and spends to date
• Review of Equalities Impact Assessment Scoping document
• Recirculate for internal consultation of final proposed scheme.
• RSA Stage 2 plus any other audits identified
• QA Stage 3 sign off – the scheme is all agreed, all issues raised have
been considered and addressed if possible. If there are remaining
areas of conflict, to reach a decision on the way forward.

Statutory Consultation on Legal Orders
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• Traffic orders for parking restriction changes,
one way orders, no entries, speed limit orders
etc.
• Statutory Notices for zebra crossings and
raised tables, speed humps
• To start on this work the team need to
prioritise all the requests for legal orders
comparing this against Corporate Priorities

Statutory Consultation on Legal Orders
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• A review of all existing orders in the area to identify which
existing orders need to be amended or revoked and if so
how.
• This may result in some minor changes to the proposal to
incorporate corrections to existing orders
• A detailed itemised list of all changes per road is prepared.
• A draft order is prepared along with drawings of existing
and proposed restrictions – these are to be left on deposit
during the statutory consultation.
• An advert is prepared and put in the press and on site to
make people aware of the proposed changes.
• This is also sent to emergency services
• Statutory consultation then lasts for 21 days minimum

Statutory Consultation on Legal Orders
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

Formal review of comments received and a decision is taken on each one in terms of whether this
can be addressed in a revised design, or not, or whether any issues raised make the proposed
scheme undeliverable.
It may be that further supplementary consultation is then needed if changes to the advertised
scheme are recommended.
If no objections are received then the scheme can proceed as advertised to sealing.
If objections are received then an objection report needs to be prepared to identify all comments
received and what decision was made on each and the overall proposal.
The draft is sent to local Councillors for consideration and comment.
This is then considered by the Service Director for Transport and a decision taken on whether this
proceeds, is amended or abandoned.
All those approved are then moved to sealing, where a Final Notice is prepared and issued in the
press.
After sealing, the decision can be challenged for up to 6 weeks.
The proposed scheme can not move onto the next stage before this has been completed as this
could be construed as predetermining the outcome of the statutory process

Tendering
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•

Construction drawings need to be prepared covering all changes including
ground clearance.
Health and Safety information is prepared to go out to the contractors
The overall scheme is priced prior.
The price determine which section of the Highways contract these works
are ordered under. If under £x then this goes to the cheapest contractor
under the framework contract for them to consider.
If they accept the work, an order is then raised with them formally.
If they do not accept the work then other contractors can be approached.
There is then a 6-8 week mobilisation period to allow them to plan the
work appropriately.
If this is excess of £x then a full tendering process needs to be
commenced. This can take x weeks.

Construction
•
•
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•

•

•

It then comes down to agreement with the contractor over their overall
programme and when they can be on site, what schemes they have which
are a priority for the Council.
This can be constrained by site constraints, such as working outside a
school during term time.
The Council now has a Transport delivery Board which helps to try to
prioritise and coordinate schemes at each stage of the process, including
when there may need to be input from other teams, such as any
construction work that needs electrical connections, traffic signs or traffic
signals.
Network Management will also consider any potential clashes with other
Council schemes, utility schemes and developments to limit the impact on
traffic flows. They may therefore say that a scheme can not start until
after Christmas if there is a particular impact on traffic flows in the City
Centre. If there is a significant clash then Transport Delivery Board may
well determine that a scheme can not start until a certain date.
Timescales depend on nature of work and any other contraints.

Post Construction
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• Post Construction review, snagging and
resolving outstanding issues.
• RSA 3 and any subsequent changes
• QA Stage 4

